
 

KBOX empowers you to leverage patterns and design standards that are based on open source and proprietary technologies while providing a simple and robust development environment for your applications. Key concepts of the framework are: Reduced development time Increased Quality Productivity Security User friendliness Seamless integration with the Visual Studio IDE and XML schema Reduced Time to Market The KBOX framework will allow you
to build applications quickly and easily with minimal effort. Developers no longer have to create their own ORM, as the framework will use the entity framework and the Repository pattern to help you build rich domain models that can be used to enrich your applications. In addition, KBOX will help you: Promote and automate data validation Automatically generate the required logic to perform database operations Simplify data access KBOX will help you get
up and running quickly while still providing strong security and optimized execution Independence and flexibility Using the KBOX framework will allow you to design your application as you like. The framework will work with any SQL Server, Oracle, MSSQL, MySQL or DB2 database. It will also work with any ASP.NET MVC web API framework, as well as Windows Forms or WPF, any AJAX-based frameworks, or even your own hand-coded ASP.NET
MVC or web API. A modular design KBOX is designed from the ground up to be a modular framework. This allows it to be extended using components that can be plugged in, or even replaced with your own components. KBOX Architecture KBOX consists of three core components: Core – the main framework component providing the basic features, and supporting the other components The KBOX framework is written entirely in C#. It is built around the
Entity Framework, and leverages Microsoft's new Linq-to-SQL provider. The KBOX framework consists of three core components: Core – the main framework component providing the basic features, and supporting the other components Web API – a RESTful web API interface to enable web service access Repository – a common layer for persisting entities (such as Customer or Order) to a database, and also generating the DDL statements needed to create,
update and delete entities The application framework uses a combination of NHibernate and Entity Framework, with a custom, re-entrant 70238732e0 G6 FTP Server V3.2.0 Pro, Working crack! Serial Key
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BlueMiner is a Bluetooth Marketing software that permit to realize an advertise or informative campaign with the possibility of sending multimedia files via a one-to-one interactive connection to nearby bluetooth devices, storing all data about devices contacted and/or discovered into a database as well as all contacts with the devices for statistics. BlueMiner can work as a brand name driver, image server or CGI and has a powerful database that store all files
received by the computer with simple and intuitive procedures. The BlueMiner database is periodically regenerated and changed to adapt with future devices. Features: Data analysis and statistics: The BlueMiner database is periodically regenerated and changed to adapt with future devices. The BlueMiner database can be analysed with a simple and intuitive procedure to analyse the information received. Personalised advertising: The BlueMiner database can be
personalised for each client, and can be used to personalise the advertising message. The BlueMiner database can be structured in various ways, as in tables and lists. Category management: The BlueMiner can be used to create different categories, and manage the information received for each of them. Client-server solutions: BlueMiner can be used as a stand-alone system to send advertisements over Bluetooth, but it can also be used as a client-server solution
that can be used to send/receive advertisements to other server systems and manage all the information received. Industrial applications: The BlueMiner can be used for a variety of industrial applications that permit the sending of information. Possible uses: BlueMiner is a tool that permits to send information or advertising on digital devices via Bluetooth. The information received can be stored in a database or can be sent to other server systems. The main
possible uses of the BlueMiner software are: - Sending of information or advertising through Bluetooth - Show the name, the manufacturer and a technical data of the product on the screen of the digital device that receives the message - Show the identity of the sending device on the screen of the receiving device - Confirmation of receipt of the information/advertisement on the receiving device - Sending of information or advertising through Bluetooth by
mobile phone with a Bluetooth enabled smart phone or PDA - Sending of advertisements through Bluetooth by a digital device with a Bluetooth enabled adapter BlueMiner can send files of different types, as follows: - Images - Multimedia - Binary files - Text - Password - Corporate logos - Sounds http://airdesign.de/gaestebuch.php
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